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Abstract
We investigate the problem of scheduling broadcasts in data delivering systems via broadcast, where
a number of requests from several clients can be simultaneously satisﬁed by one broadcast of a server.
Most of prior work has focused on minimizing the total ﬂow time of requests. It assumes that once a
request arrives, it will be held until satisﬁed. In this paper, we are concerned with the situation that
clients may leave the system if their requests are still unsatisﬁed after waiting for some time, that
is, each request has a deadline. The problem of maximizing the throughput, for example, the total
number of satisﬁed requests, is developed, and there are given online algorithms achieving constant
competitive ratios.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Broadcasting is particularly useful for delivering data to a large population. In this en-
vironment, a server broadcasts data items to clients and several clients can simultaneously
receive an identical item by one broadcast. The use of broadcast technology is inherent
in high-bandwidth networks such as cable television, satellite, and wireless network. For
example, in Hughes’ DirecPC system [4], clients make requests over phone lines and the
server satisﬁes the requests through broadcasts via satellite.
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In data broadcasting, a server broadcasts data items over a broadcast channel where the
clients making requests for the items “listen to” the channel. All waiting requests for a
item are satisﬁed when the item is transmitted on the broadcast channel. Typically, there
have been proposed two models of broadcasting, push-based and pull-based. In push-based
model, the server delivers data using a pre-determined schedule based on estimated access
proﬁles of data items and it is ignorant of actual client requests. On the other hand, in pull-
based model, the server is aware of actual client requests and can interactively determine
a broadcast schedule adjusting to newly arriving requests. In this paper we concentrate on
the pull-based model.
To make data delivery systems more efﬁcient, a careful consideration of how to schedule
broadcasts for requests of various data items is needed. In the literature, prior work is
limited to the problem of minimizing the total ﬂow time [1,2,5,10], where the ﬂow time of
a request is the time elapsing between its arrival time and its completion time. It assumes
that once a data request arrives, it will be held until satisﬁed. However, this assumption is
not always valid in practice. Actually, clients may leave the system if their requests are still
unsatisﬁed after waiting for some time. In this paper we are concerned with such a situation.
In particular, we consider the problem of maximizing the throughput in which each request
arrives with a weight and a deadline by which it should be satisﬁed and the sum of weights
of satisﬁed requests is maximized.
We will distinguish between two cases; all data items are of uniform size, that is, each
request for a data item is served during the same time, and data items are of variable size.
Also we assume that time is discrete or continuous. In case time is discrete, any request for
a data item can be satisﬁed in one time unit and new requests arrive only at each (integral)
time step. This setting is not general because new requests may arrive while a data item
is broadcasted by the server. Such a case is called that time is continuous. For the case of
continuous time, we consider the model that the server can abort the current broadcast for
more valuable requests and later on, it starts the next broadcast of the aborted item from the
beginning. It is different from the preemptivemodel, where an aborted item can be resumed
later from where it was interrupted. But, even under our model, clients with buffers might
be sufﬁcient to receive only the remaining part of item in the next broadcast of the same
item unless it is over the deadline. In the job scheduling literature, it corresponds to the
restart model, where the scheduler can abort a currently running job and restart it from
scratch later while meeting its deadline [7,13].
The scheduling algorithm used by the server has no knowledge of requests in advance and
makes decisions only with information of requests having already arrived. In other words,
the setting is online, and the performance of an online algorithm is compared with that of
the optimal ofﬂine algorithm.
1.1. Previous work
Most of prior work has focused on reducing the ﬂow times of requests. There are a lot of
empirical studies [2], etc., and in the theoretical domain, the problem ofminimizing the total
ﬂow time was investigated in [5,6,8,10]. In [10], time is discrete and the sizes of items are
of uniform. The authors showed that no deterministic online algorithm is O(1)-competitive
and proposed several online algorithms. For the ofﬂine version, it was known in [6] that
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the problem is NP-hard, and the best-known ofﬂine algorithms guarantee 1 -speed (
1
1− )-
approximation and 4-speed 1-approximation, respectively, given in [8]. For the case where
requests require variable size items and the schedule is preemptive, it was shown in [5] that
any deterministic online algorithm is(
√
n)-competitive, where n is the number of distinct
pages, and there is an O(1)-speed O(1)-approximation online algorithm. Also minimizing
the maximum ﬂow time was studied in [3].
For the problem of maximizing the throughput, very little work is known. In [3], they
mentioned that there is a polynomial time ofﬂine algorithm to determine if a broadcast
schedule exists in which all deadlines are met. The work of [9] is closer to ours, where
the objective is to maximize the service ratio, i.e., the percentage of satisﬁed requests. But
they assumed a probability distribution of generated requests. Recently, we have found an
independentwork [11] to study the online version of broadcast scheduling for the throughput
maximization like ours.
In job scheduling literature, our work is closely related to the interval scheduling [12,14],
where each job should be scheduled or rejected as soon as it arrives, that is, each job has
a tight deadline. In [12], no preemption is allowed and the goal is to maximize the sum of
lengths of accepted jobs. The authors showed that no O(log)-competitive deterministic
online algorithm exists and proposed anO((log)1+)-competitive online algorithm,where
 is the ratio of maximum to minimum length of jobs. In [14], preemption is allowed, that
is, a running job may be interrupted to be lost, and weights of jobs are given from a function
of their lengths satisfying special conditions. The goal is to maximize the sum of weights
of completed jobs. They provided an online algorithm guaranteeing the competitive ratio of
four and proved that the ratio of four is best possible for all deterministic online algorithms.
1.2. Our results
First, we study the case that all data items are of uniform size in Sections 3 and 4. In case
time is discrete, we show that there is a 2-competitive online algorithm and the ratio of two
is tight for any deterministic online algorithm. In case time is continuous, we can consider
two types of requests; with tight deadlines and with arbitrary deadlines. Tight deadline
requests must be immediately served or rejected when they arrive. This is equivalent to the
job scheduling problem studied in [14], where a set of requests for a data item arriving
at a time step can correspond to a job with a weight equal to the number of requests. It
was shown in [14] that there is a 4-competitive online algorithm and it is best possible for
any deterministic online algorithm. For the general case of arbitrary deadline requests, we
propose a (3+ 2√2)-competitive online algorithm.
For the case of variable size data items, we present lower bounds of the competitive ratio
of any deterministic online algorithm in Section 5.
2. Model and deﬁnitions
There are n possible data items P1, P2, . . . , Pn, which are called pages. The broadcast
time of every page is either uniform, say one, or variable and each request for a page has a
deadline by which it should be satisﬁed by the server and a positive weight. At a point in
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time, new requests for a page arrive, and whenever the current broadcast is completed, the
server starts to supply the next broadcast if there are waiting requests.
For a set A of requests for a page, we denote the total of weights of requests in A as
‖A‖ and call it the value of A. In particular, in case the weights of all requests are equal to
one, ‖A‖ represents the number of requests in A. In this paper, w.l.o.g., we assume that the
weight of each request is equal to one. (Note that it is redundant to assume that the weights
are given arbitrarily since all analyses through the paper can derive the same results.) Let
OPT denote the set of all requests which are satisﬁed by the optimal ofﬂine algorithm OPT.
Then ‖OPT ‖ represents the performance of OPT.
For the case of discrete time, any page is broadcasted during one time unit. At each time
step t , new requests for various pages arrive and the server (or the scheduler) selects a page
and broadcasts it. After the broadcast, at time t + 1, other new requests arrive. We will
consider this model in Section 3.
For the case of continuous time, new requests for pages may arrive while a page is
currently broadcasted. In this model, we will use the term of a job to represent the set of
requests for a page and some terminologies of job scheduling. This will be investigated for
uniform size pages in Section 4 and for variable size pages in Section 5.
3. Discrete time
In this sectionwe assume that time is discrete and any page can be broadcasted during one
time unit. We will begin with an investigation of the well-known algorithm EDF (Earliest
Deadline First). At each time, EDF determines the page which is required by the request
with the earliest deadline as the page to be broadcasted. If there are several requests for
distinct pages having the earliest deadline, then the page with the largest number of requests
is chosen.
Let m be the largest possible number of requests for a page arriving at a time step. Then
we provide a worst-case instance against EDF as follows: Assume nm. At time 1, there
arrive one request for a page, say p, with deadline 1 and m requests for each of the other
n − 1 pages with deadline m. Then EDF serves such one request at time 1. At each time
until m − 1, the adversary gives one request for the page p which should be immediately
served. Then EDF would satisfym− 1 requests until timem− 1 andm requests at timem.
But OPT could satisfy m(n − 1) requests with large deadline until time n − 1 and m − n
requests after n− 1. Thus the competitive ratio is (n). In case n > m, we can also show
that the competitive ratio is (m).
Theorem 1. EDF is (min{n,m})-competitive, where n and m are the number of pages
and the largest possible number of requests for a page arriving at a time step, respectively.
We consider an online algorithm in which at each time t , a page with the largest num-
ber of requests is chosen, called Greedy. Note that Greedy makes a decision regardless of
the deadlines of requests. Here, time is divided into busy periods during which pages are
broadcasted by Greedy and idle periods during which no page is broadcasted. Then for
each busy period Ti , we will compare the performance of Greedy with that of OPT for all
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requests arriving in Ti . Consider a busy period T and letJ be the set of all requests arriving
in T . W.l.o.g., we assume that the whole instance of problem is only J and Greedy results
in the single busy period T . (This has no effect on the gain of Greedy but it is helpful for
OPT.) Let T = [1..]. All requests served by OPT after  are also satisﬁed by Greedy
within T , because they have deadlines after  and so if not, they could be served by
Greedy after .
Let GD denote the set of all requests satisﬁed by Greedy and let OPT ′ = OPT\GD.
Then from the above argument, each job in OPT ′ should be served by OPT within T .
For each time step t in T , we deﬁne a set OPT ′(t) of requests in OPT ′ that are served
by OPT at time t . Fix a time step t . Then all requests in OPT ′(t) require the same page
and at time t , they are all alive in Greedy’s scheduling. Since Greedy chooses to serve a
page with the largest number of requests at time t , we can see that ‖OPT ′(t)‖‖GD(t)‖,
where GD(t) represents the set of requests served by Greedy at time t . Therefore it follows
that ‖OPT ′‖ = ∑t=1 ‖OPT ′(t)‖
∑
t=1 ‖GD(t)‖ = ‖GD‖. It ensures that Greedy is
2-competitive since ‖OPT‖ = ‖OPT ′‖ + ‖OPT ∩ GD‖2 · ‖GD‖.
Theorem 2. Greedy is 2-competitive.
In fact, we will show that the competitive ratio of two is tight for any deterministic online
algorithm. We have an instance of requests to give a lower bound in which all requests
have the same deadline D, sufﬁciently large. Consider any deterministic online algorithm
A. W.l.o.g., we assume that A services requests for a page at each time step if there are
some waiting requests. Initially, at time 1, there arrive D requests for each of the n pages
and a request for a page p1 is served by A. Then at time 2, another request for p1 arrives.
In general, at each time step between 2 and D, the adversary generates one request for the
same page as the one selected by A at the previous time. Thus A can service D requests,
one at each time, butOPT can do 2D−1 requests, all given requests, by serving all existing
requests for one of the distinct D pages at each time between 1 and D.
Theorem 3. Any deterministic online algorithm cannot have a competitive ratio of less
than two.
4. Continuous time
In this section the broadcast time of every page is also equal and time is continuous.
So while a page is broadcasted, new requests may arrive. The requests for pages may have
arbitrary deadlines.Herewewill describe an online algorithmAC. There is a pool of requests
that is prepared for the ones which have already arrived but are not satisﬁed byAC. Initially,
the pool is empty. AC is activated only when new requests arrive or the present broadcast
service is completed. Let {1, 2, . . . , n} denote the set of all existing pages. At any time t ,
assume that new requests for a page i arrive and a page j is being broadcasted. Let R be
the set of requests for the page i which are either in the pool at time t or one of the newly
arriving requests and R′ the set of requests for the page j being served at t . For i = j ,
if ‖R‖C · ‖R′‖, where C(> 1) is determined later, then requests in R′ are aborted and
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those inR are scheduled to be served. Otherwise, requests inR are rejected. For i = j , let
R′′ be the subset ofR′ in which requests can still meet their deadlines if they are re-started
at t . If ‖R′′ ∪ R‖C · ‖R′‖, then requests in R′ are aborted and those in R′′ ∪ R are
scheduled. Otherwise, requests inR are rejected. Also at any time t when a broadcast for a
page is completed,AC determines the page with the largest number of requests in the pool
as the next page which it will broadcast. (If there is a tie, thenAC chooses any one of such
pages.) In particular, when the requests are aborted or rejected, they enter into the pool, and
when expiring in the pool, they are taken away from it.
For simplicity, we will term a set of requests for a page a job. The jobs are made only at
particular times, when new requests for a page arrive or a broadcast for a page is completed.
At any time t when new requests for a page arrive, if the page is different from that currently
served, then a new job J is deﬁned to be the set containing both the newly arriving requests
and all requests for the page remaining in the pool at time t , and otherwise, J is deﬁned to
be the set containing both the newly arriving requests and the currently served ones which
can be scheduled at t meeting their deadlines. Also its weight and starting time are deﬁned
to be the value of the set, that is, the total number of requests in the set, and the time t ,
respectively. In AC, at time t , the weight of the job J , denoted by w(J ), is compared with
that of the currently served job. Speciﬁcally, the job J may be scheduled by aborting the
(currently served) job that consists of requests for the same page. Also for any time t when
a broadcast for a page is completed, a new job J is deﬁned to be the set of requests for
a page having the largest value in the pool, and its weight and starting time are similarly
deﬁned. In AC, the job J is scheduled at time t . Note that any job in a feasible schedule of
AC is scheduled at its starting time. In particular, we can regardAC as an online algorithm
with the restart because even if a job was aborted while running, some requests which had
been contained in it might be re-scheduled and satisﬁed later.
We consider a feasible schedule S of AC. Let J1, . . . , Jm be the jobs in S in non-
decreasing order of their starting times si, 1im. Then each Ji is served during [si, si+1].
We will assign to each Ji a time interval [i ,i]. Fix some job Ji . From the characteristics
of AC, there is a chain of jobs I i0, . . . , I i such that I ij was aborted by I ij−1, where I i0 = Ji .
Then we set i to be the starting time of I i . If  = 0, that is, there is no job aborted by Ji ,
then set i = si . Also there may be jobs rejected by Ji at their starting times and then we
set i to be the latest starting time of the rejected jobs. If there is no such a job, then set
i = si . Then it is trivial that i < si + 1i+1. Thus we obtain a partition P of time by
the intervals [i ,i] and (i , i+1).
Lemma 4. Given the partition P = {[i ,i]|1im} ∪ {(i , i+1)|1im− 1} from a
feasible schedule ofAC, no request arrives during (i , i+1) and there is no request in the
pool of AC during [si + 1, i+1) if si + 1 < i+1, where si is the starting time of the job
determining [i ,i].
Here we will merge the intervals [i , si + 1) into one interval if possible. From i = 1,
we start to merge as follows; with the ﬁrst [j , sj + 1) satisfying that sj + 1 < j+1, the
intervals [1, s1 + 1), . . . , [j , sj + 1) are merged into one, and particularly, we deﬁne a
new half interval [1, 1) to be [1, sj +1). Continuing this process, we obtain the intervals
[k, k). From Lemma 4, during [k, k+1) elapsing between two consecutive intervals,
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AC is idle, that is, there is no request which AC can serve. Also for these intervals, the
following lemma holds.
Lemma 5. For any feasible schedule O of a given instance and any request r starting to
be served at a point during [i , i ) in O, if r arrived before i , then it should have been
scheduled to completion by AC before i−1.
Proof. If r is such a request which arrived before i , then from Lemma 4, it actually arrived
before i−1, and it has a deadline greater than i−1. So if r were not satisﬁed byAC before
i−1, then it would be alive at i−1. It is a contradiction. 
Theorem 6. AC is (3+ 2√2)-competitive.
Proof. We consider a feasible schedule S of AC. Let J1, . . . , JM be the jobs in S in
non-decreasing order of their starting times si, 1iM . Then each Ji is served during
[si, si + 1]. From the above discussions, we assign to each Ji the time interval [i ,i],
and also we obtain the merged intervals [i , i ), i = 1, . . . ,. Fix an interval [i , i ).
Then we also consider a feasible schedule O of OPT. Let O1, . . . , ON denote the sets of
requests scheduled in O such that all requests in Oj require the same page and are served
in [uj , uj + 1], where uj < uj+1. Then we will say that Oj overlaps with a time interval
[,) if uj < . For the interval [i , i ), consider the sets Op, . . . , Oq which overlap
with it. (There may be Oj ’s which overlap with some [i , i+1), but it is easy to see that
all requests in such Oj ’s should be scheduled by AC.) For a request in Ui = ∪qj=pOj , if
it arrived before i , then by Lemma 5, it would have been completely served by AC. Thus
from now on, we concentrate on only the requests in Ui which arrive in [i , i ) and are
not completely served byAC. Let Ri denote the set of such requests. Then we partition Ri
into two subsets Ri1 and R
i
2. The subset R
i
1 consists of requests belonging, at least once,
to jobs which are scheduled but aborted by AC in [i , i ), and Ri2 requests belonging only
to jobs rejected by AC in [i , i ). Then it is easy to see that each request in Ri belongs to
either Ri1 or R
i
2, because it is at least contained in the job generated at which it arrives in[i , i ).
The interval [i , i ) consists of consecutive intervals [u, su+1), . . . , [v, sv+1)which
correspond to jobs Ju, . . . , Jv , respectively. Let Ih0 , . . . , I hh be the chain of jobs such that
Ihj was aborted by I
h
j−1, where I
h
0 = Jh, j = 1, . . . , h, and h = u, . . . , v. Then for h =
u, . . . , v, we can show that
∑h
j=1w(I
h
j ) 1C−1w(Jh). Since each request in Ri1 belongs to
some Ihj , it follows that ‖Ri1‖ 1C−1
∑v
j=u w(Jj ).
Now, we turn to the requests of Ri2. Note that eachOk, pkq, overlaps with one of the
intervals [j , sj + 1), ujv. Fix an interval [j , sj + 1). Then there are determined the
sets Oa, . . . , Ob overlapping with it. W.l.o.g., assume that the last set Ob overlaps with
the interval [sj , sj + 1). Then the other Ok’s cannot overlap with [sj , sj + 1). First, we
consider the requests in Ri2 ∩ Ob. Let t be the latest arrival time of requests in Ri2 ∩ Ob.
At time t ,AC checks a job J containing all requests inRi2∩Ob, and J is rejected byAC. In
case tj , if J overlapswith [sj , sj+1), i.e., sjt < sj+1, then J is rejected by Jj , that is,
w(J )C ·w(Jj ). Otherwise,J isrejectedbysomeI jk (k1) ofthechainI j0 , . . . , I j (I j0 = Jj ).
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Then, w(J )( 1
C
)k−1w(Jj ). In case t < j , all requests in Ri2 ∩Ob exist in the pool ofAC
at j and so the number of them is less than or equal to w(Ij )( 1C )w(Jj ). Thus we can
see that ‖Ri2 ∩Ob‖C · w(Jj ).
Next, we will bound the value ofRi2∩(∪b−1k=aOk). Before proceeding, in the following, we
will also say that a setOk overlaps with a job J if suk < s+1, where s is the starting time
of J . Note thatOk, akb− 1, overlap with jobs I jh , h = 1, . . . , , in the chain. For each
Ok, akb−1, we deﬁne a job I jh(k) as the job with the latest starting time among all such
jobs overlapped with it. IfOk overlaps with a job I jh , then the otherOl’s cannot overlap with
I
j
h . So the jobs I jh(k), akb − 1, are different from each other. In other words, for each
Ok, akb−1, there is a uniquely determined job I jh(k) overlapped with it so that such jobs
are different from each other. Fix any Ri2 ∩Ok, akb− 1.As in the previous analysis, let
t be the latest arrival time of requests inRi2∩Ok . In case tj , at time t , a job J containing
all requests in Ri2 ∩Ok is checked byAC and it is rejected by some job I jh , hh(k). So we
can see that ‖Ri2 ∩Ok‖w(J )C · ( 1C )h−h(k)w(I jh(k))C ·w(Ijh(k)). In case t < j , since
all requests in Ri2 ∩Ok exist in the pool of AC at j , ‖Ri2 ∩Ok‖w(Ij )w(Ijh(k)). Thus,
‖Ri2∩(∪b−1k=aOk)‖C ·
∑b−1
k=a w(I
j
h(k)) CC−1w(Jj ). It implies that ‖Ri2∩(∪bk=aOk)‖(C+
C
C−1 )w(Jj ). Thus summing up over [j , sj+1), ujv, we can establish that ‖Ri2‖(C+
C
C−1 )
∑v
j=u w(Jj ).
Consequently, ‖OPT‖ = ‖OPT ∩ AC‖+∑i ‖Ri‖‖AC‖+
∑
i (‖Ri1‖+‖Ri2‖)‖AC‖+
( 1
C−1 + C + CC−1 )
∑
i w(Ji) = (1 + C + C+1C−1 )‖AC‖. Let f (C) = 1 + C + C+1C−1 . Then
putting f ′(C) = 0, we can see that f is minimized at C = 1 + √2. Thus, we obtain the
result. 
5. Variable size pages
In this section, pages have arbitrary sizes. Firstwe showa lower boundof anydeterministic
online algorithm.Later, even if the online algorithmuses a faster broadcast server, it is shown
that any online algorithm with a constant speed broadcast server cannot have a constant
competitive ratio. Here, the given lower bounds can also be applied to the job scheduling
problems in which the online algorithm can abort and restart jobs.
Let P be the largest size of page and m be the maximum number of requests for a page
which arrive at a time instant. (Here the smallest size of page is 1.) In the following, all
given requests have tight deadlines. Ifm
√
P , then at time 0,  requests for a page of sizeP
arrive, where  = m√
P
.Any online algorithmA has to serve them in order to have a bounded
competitive ratio. Immediately after, m requests for a page of size 1 arrive. If A aborts 
requests already served and schedulesm requests, then no more requests arrive. Otherwise,
consecutively, other m requests for a page of size 1 arrive. Continue this argument until
either A schedules m requests for a page of size 1 or A schedules  requests for a page of
size P and rejects the total of m · P requests for a page of size 1. Then in the former case,
the optimal (ofﬂine) algorithm schedules  requests for a page of size P and the competitive
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ratio is at least P
m

√
P . In the latter case, the optimal algorithm schedules m · P requests
for a page of size 1 and the competitive ratio is at least mPP 
√
P . IfR <
√
P , then similarly,
we can show that the competitive ratio is at least min{P
m
,m}min{√P ,m}.
Theorem 7. Let P be the largest size of page and m be the maximum number of requests
for a page which arrive at a time instant. Then any deterministic online algorithm cannot
have a better competitive ratio than min{√P ,m}.
Theorem 8. For any constant s and c, any deterministic online algorithm using a broadcast
server of speed s cannot be c-competitive.
Proof. Given any constant s and c, and assume that a deterministic online algorithm A is
c-competitive on a broadcast server of speed s. Then we consider two pages of large size P
and small size 1, respectively. At time 0, one request for the page of size P , say r , arrives
and it has the tight deadline, equal to P . Then the online algorithm A must schedule the
request r at some time t in [0, P ], otherwise,Awould not be competitive.At time t+ P2s , the
adversary generates w requests for the page of size 1 with the tight deadline. If A does not
schedule the requests, then the adversary consecutively generatesw requests for the page of
size 1. Thus the adversary can give a huge bundle of requests in [t+ P2s , t+ Ps ) ifA does not
abort r . But it leads to a contradiction, becausew can be chosen large enough to satisfy that
P
2s w > cP , i.e., w > 2sc. So A will abort r and schedule some w requests for the page of
size 1. Then the adversary gives no request beforeA restarts r . IfA does not restart r , then
it leads to a contradiction since P can be chosen large enough to satisfy that P > cw. Thus
Awill schedule r at some time t ′ after t + P2s . Here note that t ′ − t P2s . Then we can repeat
the above argument. Consequently, either A rejects r and schedules at most (2s − 1)w
requests for the page of size 1 or A schedules r and kw requests for the page of size 1, for
some k, 1k2s − 2. But in the former case, the adversary schedules the request r for
the page of size P , and if P is chosen sufﬁciently large such that P > c(2s−1)w, then it
derives a contradiction. In the latter case, the adversary schedules at least P2s w requests for
the page of size 1. Since P > c(2s − 1)wckw, if w is chosen large enough to satisfy
that w > 4sc > 2sc(1+ kw
P
), then P2s w > c(P + kw), and it derives a contradiction. 
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